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Lecture 14 

Week 6     

Evolution of defensive traits 

Evolution must involve a change in the frequency of individual genes in a population 

from one generation to another (meaning that the change is “heritable”). 

What generates evolutionary changes?  

Natural selection (Charles Darwin and Alfred Wallace, 1858): Is a process that results 

in the survival (and thus, reproduction) of those individuals that are best adapted to the 

environmental condition.  

Here is how natural selection works: 

1. Variation exists in any population 

2. Every population produces many offspring 

3. Only some individuals will survive and reproduce (the ones able to compete 

for and use resources) 

4. Those are the ones that transfer their genes to the next generation.  

Adaptation: Natural selection acts on phenotype (visual characteristics of an individual) 

and phenotype reflects one’s genotype (genetic structure)- Adaptive traits refer to 

features, which are important for an organism's survival and reproduction. 

Selective pressures can result from both biotic and abiotic interactions in an ecosystem. 

Predators are one of the selective forces in nature that directly affect insects’ 

reproduction and survival. Several defensive mechanisms have evolved in insects to 

reduce predator impact. Here are some examples:  

Box 1. Levels of selection: 

1. Individual selection: Select for traits that maximize an individual’s reproduction and 

survival (most discussions of natural selection are at this level) 

2. Gametic selection: Acts on a gamete population (e.g. variations in sperm mobility) 

3. Kin selection: Favors genes that benefit reproductive success and survival of close 

relatives, but not necessarily the individual  

4. Group selection: Groups with less adaptive genes can become extinct and the groups 

best adapted will survive (somewhat controversial) 
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Predation Avoidance in Insects: 

I) Mechanical Weapons/protection: Stinger, Biting, Shield, Host manipulations (i.e. 

gall formation)  

II) Chemical Defense: Toxins (synthesized cantharidin in blister beetles; chemicals in 

monarch butterfly obtained from milkweed)  

III) Behavioral Defense: 

-Evasion: Ability to escape through running, fast and/or unpredictable flight 

-Death feigning (or ‘Thanatosis’): In some grasshoppers and beetles 

-Startle: Through acoustics signals, eyespots, etc.  

IV) Protective Coloration:  

-Aposematic: Advertising defense (or unprofitability) through warning signals   

-Masquerade: resemblance to a non-random but uninteresting element of their 

environment like a twig or leaf (e.g. walking stick)  

-Camouflage (Crypsis) 

a) Background matching: Colors and patterns that match insects’ general 

background (some butterfly larvae, moths, etc) 

b) Disruptive coloration: Appropriate markings (often involving contrasting 

tones) can create false boundaries, or hide existing ones, thereby rendering 

the detection of characteristic shapes more difficult (some moths) 

-Mimicry: Phenotypic similarity (similarity in appearance) between two (or more) 

species. In addition to visual this similarity may be acoustics (sound), 

chemical and/or behavioral. 

a) Batesian mimicry (H.W. Bates 1862): When a profitable species 

resembles a defended species (e.g. fly mimicking a wasp) 

b) Müllerian mimicry (F. Müller 1878): When two unprofitable species 

resemble one another (e.g. bumblebees) 

Evolutionary Constraints: May restrict or alter expected outcomes of adaptive 

evolution. 

Examples: 

Phylogenetic constraints: Inherited features that constrain their evolution toward a 

certain direction 

Genetic constraints: Where genetic mechanisms prevent evolutionary changes 

toward a certain direction 

Physiological constraints: Organisms have a limited resource for allocation to 

competing functions.  

 


